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MESSAGE from the EDITOR
I’ve been spending a lot of time cleaning out my parents’ garage, and have
come across a lot of CPYC memorabilia, including a 1986 issue of this very
newsletter. Back then, the newsletter was produced by using a rudimentary
newsletter making program, and cutting and pasting photographs into the
master sheet, which was then copied and mailed. How times have changed!
Well, one thing hasn’t changed, and that is the antics that surround the
cruise outs and the club activities. Our members still know how to have a
good time.
Things have been quite busy in my life—as some of you know, I have a
major life event coming up in October, so things have been quite busy. Once
things calm down, I can get back to getting the boat photographs updated.
Please keep sending them to me—I promise I will get them up!
CALL FOR NOMINATING COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Want to help direct the club’s future? The board of directors is looking for
members who wish to serve on the 2019 nominating committee. The job of the
nominating committee is to select potential candidates for the upcoming year’s
board positions and to prepare the slate of officers that will be voted on at the
November board meeting.
As a committee member, you will select and interview current board members for
the proposed positions, as well as suggest other potential candidates for board
positions. The nominating committee will convene in September, and present its
proposed slate of candidates to the board of directors, who will then approve the
slate to become a ballot. The nominating committee will convene in September,
and will remain in place until the new board takes office in 2020.
If you are interested in serving on the nominating committee, please e-mail
board@cpyc.com before or by September 10.
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REGATTA REPORT
Steve Swanson, Regatta Chair
First
v off, there is a correction to the results and times reported in last month’s
issue. Last month, we noted that Paradigm had won by two seconds;
Paradigm won the race by one minute and 47 seconds.

UPCOMING EVENTS

The Dave and Kay Few Regatta was held on August 3. The course was a
rabbit start in the channel entrance, going C,- Z-, B,- 8,- 6,- Z,- CP channel
entrance. Winds were between 22 and 24 knots.
The final results are :
1st place: Ventus (Ian Davison & Jessica)
2nd place: Paradigm (Luther Izmirian & Yvette)
3rd place: Zingara (Jocelyn & Steve Swanson)
4th Place: Azure (Mark Hecht & Linda Martinez)
5th place: Chablis IV (Bill Kilbridge)
6th Place: Will o the Wind (Charlie Weidanz)
The next race is the Barth Race on September 28th.
The Barth race trophy, awarded since 1944, is named for Gustav Barth, one of
the founding members of CPYC. Barth provided this trophy for the express
purpose of bringing boaters from the North Bay down to the South Bay to
discover the challenges of the South Bay waters. The race is held every year
in September, and has alternated between being held from Sequoia to Coyote
Point, or the other way around. This race is scored based not only on finish
order, but on which club (CPYC or Sequoia) has more boats participating in
the race. Let’s take back the trophy!
YOUTH SAILING RECAP
August 30 was the last day of Youth Sailing for this season. It was our most
successful year to date, with more boats, more sessions, and more
participants than ever. A total of 210 young people took part this year, and a
significant number of participants were returnees who had enjoyed last year's
program so much that they came back this year. Not only is youth sailing a
great way to introduce the sailors of tomorrow to that water, it is also a
significant source of revenue for the Club. Several participants in the youth
sailing program also stayed for the Wednesday night races on the “big boats.”
CPYC is also proud of the fact that we made more scholarships available
than we had in any previous year. Two scholarships are provided each year to
LEAD Elementary School, our neighborhood school. In addition to these two
scholarships, we also provided a “compassionate scholarship” to a young
person whose family is undergoing a serious medical situation. If you know
of a child between ages 8 and 13 who would like to participate in the program
next year, please let them know! Sign ups open up in March or April, and the
program fills up fast!

September 27-28.
2019
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CLIPPER COVE CRUISE OUT RECAP
On Friday, August 16, 6 boats: Butterfly Blues (Lesley Few); Liquid
Asset (Jim Maneshin); Panda Angler (Gary Edwards); Cardinal
Rule (Cathy Miskow & Mark Bettis); Sogno d’Oro (Marc Roper)
and Ventus (Ian Davison) set out for Clipper Cove at Treasure
Island. Lesley and Jim arrived first, with the other boats trickling
in as the day wore on. Cardinal Rule anchored in the cove, while
the other boats tied up to the guest dock. Friday afternoon began
with a cocktail hour aboard Butterfly Blues, which involved several
dinghy trips back and forth to retrieve the nibblies! Later that
afternoon, the group was joined by former club member Alex
Houlton on Stella Maris. As dinner time drew near, the group
moved onto Sogno d’Oro for what was supposed to be the salad
portion of a progressive dinner. Greg Soydemir and family on
Pretty Woman were supposed to supply the main course, but were
stymied by the Coyote Point winds. Nonetheless, they sent the
dinner up to Treasure Island with their mechanic, and dinner did
not disappoint: bratwurst, tri-tip, and scallops, which were
delicious.
The next morning dawned bright and clear; Alex anchored his
boat in the cove, and rafted Sogno d’Oro and Pretty Woman
alongside; Mark and Cathy eventually pulled up the hook and
joined the raft. A few members decided to go wine tasting on the
island and visit the brewery, but with the nice weather, the air
mattresses and beach toys soon emerged, and it wasn’t long before
the rest of us were swimming in the cove. Mother Nature,
however, had other ideas.
A little after 1 p.m., the wind suddenly picked up, causing the
raft to drag. As the swimmers clamored back onto their boats to
reset anchors, a more urgent matter came up—Ventus had begun
dragging anchor and drifting—with no one aboard! Mark and
Cathy quickly jumped aboard Cardinal Rule, and, after rocking
everyone in the cove with a huge wake, managed to reach Ventus in
a nick of time. (Sometimes, there is just no substitute for good old
horsepower!) It was at that point that everyone, with the exception
of Alex, decided to head for the guest dock. Not long thereafter,
another moment of excitement occurred, when a derelict
houseboat pulled free from the dock and began drifting into the
cove and towards the bridge. With a little help from the TI harbor
master and the Coast Guard, the boat was re-secured. That
evening, the group gathered aboard Cardinal Rule for cocktails,
and were joined by Charlie Weidanz (Will o’ the Wind) and his
wife, who graciously arranged for dinner at the restaurant MerSea
on the island.
Mark and Cathy left early on Sunday morning to head back to
Coyote Point; the rest of the fleet followed in the afternoon. It was
a wonderful (if slightly, overexciting) way to end the summer.
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IN PRAISE of the VHF RADIO
When I was a little over three years old, my parents installed
a new VHF radio on the boat. Ever resourceful, my Mom
gave me the old, disconnected microphone as a toy, and
taught me how to call another boat on the radio; she even
hooked it up to an old shoe box to make it look like a real
radio, and I would spend hours sitting on the floor at home,
making up boat names, and pretending to call them with our
boat’s call sign (which I still remember after all these years:
Whisky Yankee Kilo 5220, over.”) At the time, it seemed like
a fun way to amuse a child, but looking back, I realize that
there was a distinct purpose in teaching me how to call and
answer on the VHF—it was a safety precaution. There were
only three of us on the boat—my parents and I—and if one
adult were to become incapacitated, the other would have to
take over the steering, leaving no one to man the radio.
Hearing a young child make a proper call on the VHF would
be almost as effective as sending up a red flare, as it would be
a sure-fire signal that something was wrong aboard.
Prior to the invention of the radio and the telegraph, shipto-ship communication was done either through lantern
signals, horn and bell signals, or flags. The problem with this
system was that it only worked if the other vessel was within
line of sight/hearing and the weather conditions were ideal.
Ship-board radio came to use in the early 20th century, but
really came to the forefront after a certain, infamous
maritime disaster in April of 1912. Most early
electric/electronic ship-to-ship communication was done via
morse code; a newer protocol was introduced in 1947, but the
VHF system as we know it came to be in 1959 at the World
Administrative Radio Conference. In 1965, the system was
further modified to give the mariners 2/3 of the 46 available
50Khz channels. Only one channel, channel 16, was allocated
for maritime only. Today, of the channels available, those of
primary use among pleasure craft boaters are 16 (hailing and
distress), 68, 69, 71, 72, and 78 (ship-to-ship calling); channel
70 is reserved for DSC calls.
Although VHF has been largely replaced by cellphones, it
remains one of the most essential pieces of safety equipment
on a boat, and, depending on your location, can be your only
mode of contact to the world outside your cockpit. (Cell
phones work only when in proximity to a tower, and, in some
remote areas in the Bay and Delta, service is severely limited
due to a lack of towers). Most drawbridge operators will
answer a VHF call a lot faster than they would a call via a
landline, and the local Coast Guard station monitors the radio
24/7. The VHF also allows the Coast Guard to pin down your
location, rather than having to triangulate from the nearest
cell phone tower. (A 9-1-1 call made on the water will usually
be relayed to the nearest Coast Guard facility.) So while it
may be easy to ring your boating buddy via text message,
when all else fails, the VHF is your trusty backup.

The Marconi ship-to-ship room on the
Titanic

